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00:00
[Music]

00:19
Welcome to the inaugural podcast of a

00:25
podcast our site is I podcast org we are

00:33
a podcast show we also have podcast news

00:37
and podcast reviews as well as a podcast

00:44
directory of all the top podcast shows

00:47
in the world a little bit about us our

00:52
parent company is one media one media

00:58
operates over 300 business and local

01:01
search portals I podcast org will have

01:07
various shows under contract as far as

01:11
news shows paranormal shows general

01:17
entertainment some of the shows we have

01:22
already scheduled our podcasts by author

01:27
Dr. Sol Adoni who will be doing shows

01:32
on technology as well as academic topics

01:37
in Business and Finance we also have

01:42
podcast by the great mystic Sollog this

01:51
inaugural podcast I will explain exactly

02:00
what our goals are which is to provide a

02:04
elite directory featuring the top shows

02:10
in various genres currently there is

02:16
approximately 700,000 podcast shows in

02:20
the world it is not our goal to

02:25
create a directory featuring all these



02:29
shows but rather a directory that

02:33
focuses on the cream of the crop so that

02:37
when you start looking for a John or a

02:40
podcast such as news of a comedy or true

02:46
crime the paranormal you'll be able to

02:50
quickly find a podcast done in a

02:56
professional way that we feel

02:59
contributes well to that genre so it is

03:03
our opinion that creates our directory

03:06
not everyone can get into our directory

03:11
but the directory serves a purpose to

03:14
make finding podcast shows and specific

03:19
genres as easy as possible for you the

03:23
listener of podcasts we were also be

03:28
doing reviews to help podcast shows that

03:33
are new and looking for listeners so by

03:40
doing reviews we will expose various new

03:46
podcast shows to our user base this will

03:51
enable us to help new shows find their

03:56
audience

03:59
there's many genres in podcasting today

04:03
with a few shows really cannibalizing

04:08
the total amount of listeners in

04:13
particular a lot of shows that also have

04:16
a video feed on YouTube seem to have



04:22
largest segment of audience we ourselves

04:28
to not believe that a videocast is a

04:31
podcast the podcast is more like the old

04:35
radio shows

04:37
featuring audio we believe there's a

04:42
place for excellent audio shows

04:45
featuring in particular authors who have

04:49
written many books on topics so we will

04:55
be trying to put authors in front of

05:01
listeners who are interested in their

05:03
books there also be featuring podcast on

05:08
news from well we consider neutral

05:12
broadcasters neutral broadcasters such

05:16
as NPR PBS and even the BBC are the

05:24
types of news broadcasts that we believe

05:27
provide the public with a neutral base

05:31
or opinion some major news sources we

05:38
will not be carrying just because we

05:40
feel major media as a whole is very

05:47
manipulative and agenda driven so you

05:56
won't find some of you the news channels

06:00
that you're used to on this site simply

06:02
because their agenda based and we want

06:06
to provide our users with a neutral

06:11
educational show base in other words if



06:19
a host has great knowledge on the topic

06:23
is written books on that topic well

06:27
that's the type of host that we want to

06:30
help find an audience for since they

06:34
provide well researched facts about the

06:40
topics that they do shows on

06:47
today anyone can turn on their computers

06:50
microphone and basically spew forth

06:54
their opinion on any topic well that's

07:01
the opinion of people who may not have

07:05
the background to be finding an audience

07:11
on various topics for instance in the

07:19
field of healthcare would you rather

07:22
have someone with no medical training

07:27
telling you what you can do for a

07:31
medical condition what would you rather

07:34
have an actual doctor discussing

07:40
healthcare needs

07:42
just like finance would you rather have

07:45
a person who has accumulated great

07:49
wealth explaining how they did their

07:56
type of investing or would you rather

07:59
have someone who has an accumulated

08:03
assets telling you where to put your

08:05
money seven hundred thousand shows



08:08
people and most of them should not even

08:13
have a soapbox to be discussing the

08:17
topics they discuss granted a lot of

08:21
shows are just entertainment

08:23
so you view things as an entertainment

08:25
basis the background of a host isn't

08:29
that important perfect example of this

08:33
is comedy where comedian such as Joe

08:37
Rogan is one of the top podcasters in

08:40
the world and he openly had advocates

08:44
psychedelic drug use a great affection

08:50
ato of marijuana known for being a

08:56
violent person

08:59
who has years of martial arts training

09:02
and can seriously hurt someone so he has

09:09
found an audience through his videos and

09:14
through his podcasts for what he puts

09:20
forth his entertainment as a comedian

09:26
much like Howard Stern was the comedian

09:32
who cannibalized the morning Drivetime

09:35
on old FM and even AM radio back in the

09:42
70s and 80s and then had to move to

09:46
satellite radio his show also was geared

09:51
towards being entertainment for mostly

10:02
male-dominated audience just like Joe



10:05
Rogan show is it's nothing wrong with

10:08
this type of entertainment but it's not

10:14
informational broadcasting even though

10:18
occasionally he'll have an author on his

10:22
show or a business entrepreneur but the

10:27
shows are often done to show the people

10:34
he invites on as to just being your

10:38
average person examples Elon Musk

10:42
smoking marijuana on the Joe Reagan show

10:45
now Elon Musk has all kinds of issues

10:48
with government contracts since the

10:52
government doesn't really appreciate the

10:54
CEO of a company that is providing space

11:00
transportation to be doing with still

11:04
illegal activities according to the US

11:07
federal government while many states

11:10
that relaxed marijuana laws

11:12
the fact is the federal government still

11:15
has on their books it's an illegal

11:16
substance and they can take control of

11:22
the situation any time they want as far

11:29
as the genres that we'll be promoting on

11:35
I podcast the foremost one will be news

11:41
and the second most one will be what our

11:45
parent company is known for is



11:46
paranormal related information such as

11:52
information about UFOs alleged aliens

11:59
government conspiracies and keeping some

12:03
of this information from the public at

12:05
large for decades we have an author

12:13
who's well-known in that industries also

12:16
a psychic or mystic his name is Solog

12:21
so we'll be promoting his various shows

12:26
as we will also be promoting the founder

12:31
of one media Dr. Sol Adoni issues which

12:35
we'll discuss business marketing for

12:38
businesses on the Internet financial

12:44
investment information lots of

12:48
information on crypto currencies crypto

12:54
startups Bitcoin etc

13:01
we will also have a lot of shows dealing

13:09
with sports which we think was an

13:13
excellent field of entertainment that

13:16
people should enjoy listening to sports

13:20
talk radio was one of the biggest

13:25
listened to John Rose for decades on

13:30
radio before the internet started having

13:37
people listen to podcasts and their cars

13:39
instead of traditional broadcasted radio

13:43
shows some radio shows now have podcasts



13:47
so we'll be listing some traditional

13:49
radio shows will also be lists listing

13:56
several true-crime shows which harkens

14:01
back almost 100 years ago the early days

14:03
of radio true crime shows and crime

14:06
dramas on radio where some of the

14:09
biggest shows in the history of radio

14:12
broadcast the shadow was a famous radio

14:18
show featuring crime drama cetera so we

14:27
feel the whole industry of podcasting

14:31
that is geared towards audio is what we

14:39
consider a true podcast

14:42
even though podcasts can video and have

14:46
a video cast the exceptional audio shows

14:50
that aren't video intensive or the shows

14:56
that we will be focusing on most video

15:00
cast today revolve around YouTube and

15:03
YouTube is a monopoly that heavily

15:07
censors what they want the public to

15:11
watch

15:14
so we don't really want to put our users

15:21
into the mind-control game of YouTube

15:25
which is run by Google we want our users

15:32
to be people who are information or who

15:36
are interested in quality information



15:39
mostly and then quality entertainment so

15:47
welcome world I podcast now exists or

15:52
domain site is I podcast org and we look

15:57
forward to helping you find the shows

16:01
that you are most interested in this is

16:06
AI podcast dot org have a great day

16:12
[Music]
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